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Abstract: Hemirings appear in a natural manner, in some applications to the theory of automata, the theory of formal 

languages, graph theory, design theory and combinatorial geometry. Recently, the notions of hemirings with special structures 

were introduced. But still now there are no complete structural properties of hemirings. In this paper we try to investigate some 

structures of hemirings. This is done by introducing some examples of hemirings. 
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1. Introduction 

Hemirings which are regarded as a generalization of rings 

have been found useful in solving problems in different areas 

of applied mathematics and computer sciences [2, 3, 5]. So 

many researchers have studied different aspects of hemirings. 

J. S. Golan [1] quoted some special classes of hemirings such 

as idempotent hemiring, zerosumfree hemiring, regular 

hemiring and so on. M. Gulistan et al. [7] characterize the 

gamma hemirings through level cuts in terms of generalized 

fuzzy (left, right, prime, semiprime) gamma ideals of gamma 

hemirings. Zhan et al. [4] gave the concept of h
-hemiregularity of hemirings and investigated some 

properties in terms of fuzzy theory. Yin et al. [10] gave the 

notions of h -semisimple hemirings and invested the 

characterizations by fuzzy ideals. Also some researches on 

hemirings are focused on fuzzy ideals [6, 12, 14- 16], soft set 

theory [11] and bipolar fuzzy theory [17]. In this paper we 

characterized some classes of hemirings especially 

zerosumfree hemiring, idempotent hemiring, regular 

hemiring and simple hemiring also counter examples are 

given. This paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we 

describe some preliminaries on hemirings, in section 3 some 

structures on hemirings are given, in section 4 the structures 

of simple hemirings are described. 

2. Preliminaries 

Definition 2.1 [12]: Let R  be non empty set with binary 

operation∗ . Then the algebraic structure );( ∗R  is called a 

semigroup if Rcba ∈∀ ,, ; cbacba ∗∗=∗∗ )()( . 

Definition 2.2 [1]: A hemiring is a nonempty set R on which 

operations of addition and multiplication have been defined 

such that the following conditions are satisfied: 

:][ 1H );( +R is a commutative monoid with identity  

element 0; 

:][ 2H );( ⋅R is a semigroup; 

:][ 3H Multiplication distributes over addition from either  

side; 

:][ 4H The element 0 is the absorbing element of the 

multiplication i.e., 0.r = 0 = r.0. 

Example 2.2 (a): The set +
02Z  is an infinite hemiring with 

usual addition and multiplication. 

Example 2.2 (b): ),};,,0{( ⋅+= baR is a finite hemiring, 

where addition operation )(+  and multiplication operation 

)(⋅ are as follows: 
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Example 2.2 (c): The set }3,2,1,0{=S with the following  

Cayley Tables: 

 

is a finite hemiring 

Definition 2.3: If R is a hemiring then an element R∈1  (if

1 exists) and 01 ≠  is called an identity element of R if

.;11 Raaaa ∈∀⋅==⋅ And if R  contains an identity 

element then it is called a hemiring with identity. 

Example 2.3 (a): The set of natural numbers with zero is a 

hemiring with identity. 

Definition 2.4: If R is a hemiring, then a non-empty 

RA ⊆ is called a sub-hemiring of R  if it contains zero and 

is closed with respect to the addition and multiplication of .R  

Example 2.4 (a): If R  is a hemiring, then  

}:1{}0{)( RrrRP ∈+∪= is a sub-hemiring of R. 

Definition 2.5: A hemiring R is said to be commutative if  

);( ⋅R  is commutative i.e., 

;abba ⋅=⋅ ., Rba ∈∀
 

Example 2.5 (a): Consider the set R = {0, a, 1} 

with the following two operations: 

 

Then ),;( ⋅+R is a commutative hemiring 

Proposition 2.6: A set R  containing two distinct elements 

0 and 1 and where operations + and ⋅  are defined, is a 

commutative hemiring iff the following four conditions are 

satisfied: 

;,,,, Redcba ∈∀
 

(1) aa +=+ 00  

(2) aa =⋅1  

(3) 0.0 =a  

(4) ])([])[( dcdeabddcbea ⋅+⋅⋅+⋅=⋅++⋅  

Proof: Surely any commutative hemiring satisfied 

conditions (1)-(4). Conversely, assume that these four 

conditions are satisfied. If 

dbdbRdb ⋅++⋅=⋅⇒∈ ]0)00[(,
 

]0)0(0[ ddbd ⋅+⋅⋅⋅=
 

bd ⋅=  

So multiplication is commutative. If 

1]0)1[(, ⋅++⋅=+⇒∈ babaRba  

]10)11([1 ⋅+⋅⋅+⋅= ab
 

ab +=  

And so additive is commutative. If  

deadeaRdea ⋅++⋅=⋅⋅⇒∈ ]0)0[()(,,
 

]0)([0 ddead ⋅+⋅⋅+⋅=
 

]0)([0 +⋅⋅+= dea
 

)( dea ⋅⋅=
 

Multiplication is associative. If 

cabcbaRcba ++=++⇒∈ )()(,,
 

1])[( ⋅++= cab
 

]1)11([1 ⋅+⋅⋅+⋅= cba
 

)( cba ++=
 

And so addition is associative. Finally if 

dbadbaRdba ⋅++⋅=++⇒∈ ]0)1[()(,,
 

])1([ dcdabd ⋅+⋅⋅+⋅=
 

dabd ⋅+⋅=  

dbda ⋅+⋅=  

And so multiplication distribute over addition. Thus R  is 

a commutative hemiring. 

Definition 2.7 [1]: An element r  of a hemiring R is 

additively idempotent if .; Rrrrr ∈∀=+ The set 

)(RI +  of all additively idempotent elements of R is 

non-empty since it contains .0  The hemiring R is 

additively idempotent if .)( RRI =+  

Example 2.7 (a): The fuzzy algebra );,];1,0[( TF ∨=  

where max=∨  and T  is t-norm is an additive 

idempotent hemiring. 

Definition 2.8 [1]: An element a  of a hemiring R is 

multiplicatively idempotent if .;2 Raaa ∈∀= The set 

)(RI + of all multiplicatively idempotent elements of R is 

non-empty since it contains .0 The hemiring R is 

multiplicatively idempotent if .)( RRI =×  

Example 2.8 (a): The hemiring }1,,0{ aR = with the 

following two operations: 

 

is multiplicatively idempotent. 

Definition 2.9 [1]: The hemiring R is idempotent if it is 

both additively and multiplicatively idempotent i.e., 

).()()( RIRIRI ×+ ∩=  
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Example 2.9 (a): The hemiring },0{ aR =  and addition 

and multiplication defined as maximum and minimum 

respectively is an idempotent hemiring. 

Example 2.9 (b): Let R  be set. The set of subsets of R ,

)(SP  or the set of finite subsets of )(SP Fin  where 

addition and multiplication define as union and intersection 

respectively are both idempotent hemiring. Here .0 φ=  

Definition 2.10 [18]: A semigroup );( +R  satisfying the 

identity abaa ++=  is a rectangular band. 

Definition 2.11 [18]: A semigroup );( ⋅R  satisfying the 

identity abaa =  is a rectangular band. 

Definition 2.12 [1]: An element a  of a hemiring R is 

multiplicatively sub-idempotent if aaa =+ 2
, and a 

hemiring R is multiplicatively sub-idempotent if each of its 

elements is multiplicatively sub-idempotent. 

Example 2.12 (a): The hemiring 

),};,,0{( ⋅+= aR is multiplicatively sub-idempotent 

where addition operation )(+  and multiplication operation 

)(⋅ are defined as follows: 

 

Definition 2.13 [18]: An element a of a hemiring R is 

almost idempotent if 
22 aaa =+ , and a hemiring R is 

almost idempotent if each of its elements is almost 

idempotent. 

Example 2.13 (a): The hemiring ),};,,0{( ⋅+= bR  is 

almost idempotent where addition operation )(+  and 

multiplication operation )(⋅  are defined as follows: 

 

Definition 2.14: A hemiring ),;( ⋅+R  is said to be 

zerosquare hemiring if Rx ∈∃  such that .02 =x  

3. Some Structures of Hemirings 

In this section, we discuss about zerosumfree hemiring, 

idempotent hemiring and hemiregular hemiring. 

Definition 3.1: A hemiring ),;( ⋅+R  is said to be 

zerosumfree hemiring if Rx ∈∃ such that .0=+ xx

implies that .0=x  

Example 3.1 (a): The hemiring 

)};,,0{( +⋅= baR , where addition operation )(+  and 

multiplication operation )(⋅  defined as follows: 

 

is a zerosumfree hemiring. 

Example 3.1 (b): The set 
0N  of non-negative integers 

with usual addition and multiplication of integers is a 

zerosumfree hemiring. 

Proposition 3.2: An additively idempotent hemiring R  is 

zerosumfree iff Rrr ∈′∃ , such that 0=′+ rr  implies 

that .0=′= rr  

Proof: If 0=′+ rr  then
 

0)()(0 =′+=′++=′++=+= rrrrrrrrrr and 

similarly, .0=′r  

Conversely if, ,0=′= rr
 

then, .0=′+ rr  

Proposition 3.3: A hemiring R  with unity is a zerosumfree 

if Rt ∈∃  satisfying 1+= tt , if 0=′+ rr  implies that 

;0=′= rr  for ., Rrr ∈′  

Proof: trrttrr ′+=′+= )(0
 

)1()1( trtr +′++=
 

)11()1( trtr ++′++=
 

)11()1( trtr ++′++=
 
trrrrr )()( ′++′+′+=

 
r ′=  

and so, 0=′+= rrr  as well. 

Proposition 3.4: If ),;( ⋅+R is a zerosumfree hemiring. Then

Rbaaaba ∈∀=+ ,; iff .0=ab  

Proof: Consider Rbaaaba ∈∀=+ ,; ; 

aaabaa +=++⇒  

.0=⇒ ab  [ S∵ is zerosumfree hemiring, so 

oaa =+ ] 

Conversely, suppose Rbaab ∈∀= ,;0  

0+=+⇒ aaba  

.aaba =+⇒  

Theorem 3.5: Suppose R  is zerosumfree hemiring. Then 

R  is multiplicatively sub-idempotent hemiring iff R  is 

zerosquare hemiring. 

Proof: By definition of zerosumfree hemiring oaa =+ ;

.Ra ∈∀  

Also we have aaa =+ 2
; .Ra ∈∀  

.2 aaaaa +=++⇒  

02 =⇒ a  ]0[ =+ aa∵  

Thus R  is zerosquare hemiring. 

To prove the converse part let us take 02 =a  

.02 +=+⇒ aaa  

aaa =+⇒
2

; .Ra ∈∀  

Therefore R  is multiplicatively sub-idempotent hemiring. 

.,; Rbaaaba ∈∀=+  

Lemma 3.6: If a, b are two idempotent elements of a 
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hemiring R , then ab  is also idempotent. 

Proof: Since a, b are two idempotent elements of a 

hemiring, then we have 

aa =2
and .2 bb =  

Now, 
222)( baab =  

ab=  

Hence ab  is an idempotent of R . 

Proposition 3.7: If a, b, c and are elements of an additively 

idempotent hemiring R  satisfying bca =+  and

adb =+ , then .ba =  

Proof: If is additively idempotent hemiring. i.e, 

.0=+ aa  

Now,
 

dbaa ++=        ][ dba +=∵  

dcaa +++=    ][ cab +=∵  

dca ++=        ][ aaa =+∵  

dcdb +++=  

cddb +++=  

cdb ++=
 

ca +=  

b=               ][ cab +=∵  

Proposition 3.8: Let R  be a multiplicatively idempotent 

hemiring satisfying the condition that

;abaaaaaba ++==++ ., Rba ∈∀
 

Then R  is additively idempotent and in addition, satisfies 

the condition that 

;abbaab =+ ., Rba ∈∀
 

Proof: If Ra∈  then, 

aaaaaaaa +++=+=+ 2)(  

aaaa +++= 22
 

aaaaa +++= )(
 

a=  

And so R  is additively idempotent. Moreover, if 

Rba ∈, then 

abbaabbaab ++=+ [by lemma] 
2)( abbaab ++=  

)(

)()(

abbaabab

abbaabbaabbaabab

+++
+++++=

 

])([

))([]))([

abaabab

babababbababaabab

+++
++++=

 

ababbab ++= )(
 

ab=  

Theorem 3.9: Let R  be a hemiring with multiplicatively 

identity 1 satisfying the identity .,;1 Rbaba ∈∀=+  

If );( +R  is rectangular band then R  is almost 

idempotent hemiring. 

Proof:
 

1=+ ba  

aaba =+⇒
2

 
222 aaaaba +=++⇒  

2)( aaabaa +=++⇒  

22 aaa +=⇒  

Again,
 

1=+ ba  

bbab =+⇒
2

 

bbbabb +=++⇒
222

 

bbbbab +=++⇒
2)(  

bbb +=⇒
22

 

Hence R  is almost idempotent hemiring. 

Proposition 3.10: If );( ⋅R  is a rectangular band, then ab is 

multiplicatively idempotent Rba ∈∀ , . 

Proof: Since );( ⋅R  is a rectangular band, so there exists an 

element b in R such that 

.aaba =  

Now, .)()( 2 abbabaababab ===  

Hence ab is multiplicatively idempotent. 

Definition 3.11: A hemiring R is said to be h –hemiregular 

hemiring if for each Sa ∈ , there exists Rzyx ∈,,  

such that  
.zayazaxaa +=++  

Example 3.11 (a): Let R be the set of all non-negative 

integers with an element ∞  such that .; 0Nxx ∈∀≥∞   

Consider two operations: },max{ baba =+ and

},min{ baba =⋅ then ),;( ⋅+R  is an h-hemiregular 

hemiring. 

Definition 3.12: The hemiring R is h-intra hemiregular iff 

for each Rx∈  there exists Rzbbaa jjii ∈,,,, ''
 such that 

.
1 1

'2'2

∑ ∑
= =

+=++
m

i

n

j

jjii zbxbzaxax  

Example 3.12 (a): Let },,0{ baR =  be a set with an 

addition operation + and multiplication operation ⋅  as 

follows: 

 

Then R is an h-intra hemiregular hemiring 

4. Structure of Simple Hemirings 

Definition 4.1: An element a of a hemiring R  is infinity if 

.; Rrara ∈∀=+  

Example 4.1 (a): In the hemiring ),};,0{( ⋅+= aR the 

element a is an infinity element of R. 

Definition 4.2: A hemiring R with unity is simple if 1 is 

infinity, that is to say  

.;11 Raa ∈∀=+  

Example 4.2 (a): The hemiring ),};1,0{( ⋅+=R  is a 

simple hemiring, where + and ⋅ are defined by 
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Theorem 4.3: A simple hemiring is an additive idempotent 

hemiring. 

Proof: Let ),;( ⋅+R be a simple hemiring. 

Since ),;( ⋅+R  is simple, for any Ra ∈∀ , we have  

11 =+a
 

Now, aaaaa +=+== )11(1.  

aaa +=∵
 

Therefore, ),;( ⋅+R  is an additive idempotent hemiring. 

Proposition 4.4: The following conditions on a hemiring R 

are equivalent: 

(1) R is simple; 

(2) ;aaba += ;, Rba ∈∀  

(3) ;abaa += ., Rba ∈∀  

Proof: ).2()1( ⇔  

Assume (1), if ,, Rba ∈  then, 

,)1(1. ababaaa +=+== proving (2). 

Conversely, if (2) holds, then 

;1111 =+=+ bb ,Rb ∈∀ proving (1). 

).3()1( ⇔  

Assume (1), if ,, Rba ∈  then, 

,)1(1 abaabaa +=+=⋅= proving (3). 

Conversely, if (3) holds, then 

;1111 =+⋅=+ bb ,Rb ∈∀ proving (1). 

Theorem 4.5: For a hemiring R  the following conditions 

are equivalent: 

(1) R is simple and multiplicatively idempotent; 

(2) ;))(( bcacaba +=++ ;,, Rcba ∈∀  

(3) ,, Rba ∈ then .babababa ==⇔=+  

Proof: ).2()1( ⇔
 

Assume (1) by proposition 4.4 we have, 

bcacbaacaba +++=++ 2))((
 

bcacbaa +++=
 

bcaca ++=  

bca +=  

Thus, we have (2). 

Conversely, assume (2). 

If Ra∈  then by (2) 

aaaaa =+=++= 0.0)0)(0(2  

.)( RRI =+
 

If ,, Rba ∈  then, 

aabaaab =⋅+=++=+ 10)1)(0( and so, by 

proposition 4.4, R is simple. 

).3()1( ⇔
 

Assume (1), and let a and b are element of R.
 

If aba =+  then, by (2) we have 

babbabab =⋅+=++= 0)0)((  

Similarly, 

bababbba =⋅+=++= 0))(0(  

Conversely, if bab = then by proposition 4.4, 

.aababa =+=+
 

Now assume (3). 

If Rb ∈  then, 

bb =⋅1
 

So, 

.11 =+ b
 

Therefore R is simple. 

In particular, it is additively idempotent. 

Hence for each Ra ∈ we have aaa =+ and so  

.2 aa =
 

Thus is multiplicatively idempotent as well. 

Theorem 4.6: For each element a of a simple hemiring, let 

}.1:{}0{)( =+∈∪= arRraS Then 

}1:{}0{)( =+∈∪= arRraS isa 

sub-hemiring of R for each ;Ra ∈  

)()()( abSbSaS =∩ ; ., Rba ∈∀  

Proof: Since R is simple, we clearly have ).(1 aS∈   

Therefore we must show that if ),(, aSrr ∈′  then 

rr ′+  
and rr ′ belong to ).(aS This is immediate if one of rr ′,   

is 0 and so we can assume that both are non-zero. 

In that case, 

arar +′==+ 1
 

And so  

1)( ⋅+′+=+′+ arrarr
 

)11()( +⋅+′+= arr
 

aarr ++′+= )(
 
)()( arar +′++=

 
11 +=

 
1=

 
Establishing that ).(aSrr ∈′+

 
Moreover,

 
a+= 11  

a+⋅= 11
 

aarar ++′⋅+= )()(  

aarararr ++′++′= 2

 
2)( araararr +′+++′=

 
2araarr +′++′=          [By proposition 4.4]

 
2)( araarr +′++′=

 
2aarr ++′=              [By propostion 4.4] 

)( 2aarr ++′=
 

arr +′=                   [By propostion 4.4]
 

Proving that ).(aSrr ∈′
 

Thus )(aS is a sub-hemiring of R. 

(2). If ),(0 abSr ∈≠  then .1=+ abr  

So by proposition 4.4, 

a+= 11
 

aabr ++=
 

ar +=  
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Proving that ).(aSr ∈
 

Similarly )(bSr ∈  and so, 

).()( bSaSr ∩∈
 

Conversely suppose, ),()(0 bSaSr ∩∈≠  

then, 

r+= 11
 

rbrar +++= ))((
 

rabrbarr ++++= 2

 
rab +=  

And so ).(abSr ∈  

Thus ).()()( abSbSaS =∩  

5. Conclusion 

In this paper we characterize some classes of hemirings 

especially zerosumfree hemiring, idempotent hemiring and 

regular hemiring. Finally we also describe simple hemiring. 

These structural properties will be helpful to the readers as 

well as researchers to formulate and characterize some diverse 

areas of mathematics such as automata theory, formal 

language theory, graph theory, combinatorial theory and so on. 
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